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UNIT IVUNIT IV

SECTION OF SOLIDSSECTION OF SOLIDS



SECTIONSECTION::--
TheThe surfacesurface producedproduced whenwhen aa sectionsection planeplane cutscuts

aa solidsolid isis termedtermed aa sectionsection..
SECTIONSECTION PLANE(SPLANE(S..P)P) OROR CUTTINGCUTTING PLANEPLANE::--

TheThe imaginaryimaginary planeplane whichwhich isis assumedassumed toto cutcut thethe
objectobject asas requiredrequired isis calledcalled aa cuttingcutting planeplane (or)(or) sectionsection
planeplane..
SECTIONALSECTIONAL VIEWVIEW::--

TheThe drawingdrawing showingshowing thatthat partpart ofof thethe objectobject
whichwhich isis betweenbetween thethe planeplane ofof projectionprojection andand thethe
sectionsection planeplane isis calledcalled aa sectionalsectional viewview..



Types of Section PlanesTypes of Section Planes

1.1. Section Planes Perpendicular to the HP and Section Planes Perpendicular to the HP and 
Parallel to VP.Parallel to VP.

2.2. Section Planes Perpendicular to the VP and Section Planes Perpendicular to the VP and 
Parallel to HP.Parallel to HP.

3.3. Section Planes Perpendicular to the VP and Section Planes Perpendicular to the VP and 
Inclined to the HP.Inclined to the HP.

4.4. Section Planes Perpendicular to the HP and Section Planes Perpendicular to the HP and 
Inclined to the VP.Inclined to the VP.

5.5. True shape given problem.True shape given problem.



UNIT IV UNIT IV -- Section of SolidsSection of Solids

TypeType Condition of cutting Condition of cutting 
planeplane Cutting LineCutting Line Cutting PlaneCutting Plane

11 Cutting plane parallel to Cutting plane parallel to 
VP and Perpendicular to VP and Perpendicular to 
HPHP

TVTV FVFV

22 Cutting plane parallel to Cutting plane parallel to 
HP and Perpendicular to HP and Perpendicular to 
VPVP

FVFV TVTV

33 Cutting plane inclined to Cutting plane inclined to 
HP and perpendicular to HP and perpendicular to 
VPVP

FVFV TVTV

44 Cutting plane inclined to Cutting plane inclined to 
VP and perpendicular to VP and perpendicular to 
HPHP

TVTV FVFV



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 1Type 1
1.1. A hexagonal prism, side of base 30mm and axis 60mm long, rests A hexagonal prism, side of base 30mm and axis 60mm long, rests 

with its base on HP such that one of its rectangular faces is parallel with its base on HP such that one of its rectangular faces is parallel 
to VP. A section plane perpendicular to HP and parallel to VP cuts to VP. A section plane perpendicular to HP and parallel to VP cuts 
the prism at a distance of 10mm from its axis. Draw its top and the prism at a distance of 10mm from its axis. Draw its top and 
sectional front views.sectional front views.

2.2. A pentagonal pyramid, side of base 30 mm and axis 60 mm long A pentagonal pyramid, side of base 30 mm and axis 60 mm long 
rests with its base on HP such that one of the edges of the base is rests with its base on HP such that one of the edges of the base is 
perpendicular to VP. perpendicular to VP. A section plane perpendicular to HP and A section plane perpendicular to HP and 
parallel to VP cuts the pyramid at a distance of 20 mm from the parallel to VP cuts the pyramid at a distance of 20 mm from the 
corner of the base nearer to the observercorner of the base nearer to the observer. . Draw its top view and Draw its top view and 
sectional front viewsectional front view. (UQ). (UQ)



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 2Type 2

1. A pentagonal pyramid , side of base 30mm and axis
60mm long, rests with its base on HP and one of the
edges of its base is perpendicular to VP. It is cut by a
section plane perpendicular to VP, parallel to HP and
passing through the axis at a point 35mm above the
base.

2. A cube of 50mm side rests with one of its edges on HP
such that the square faces containing that edge are
making equal inclinations with HP. A horizontal
section plane cuts the cube at a distance of 18mm
below the horizontal edge nearer to the observer.
Obtain the front and sectional top views.



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 3Type 3
1.1. AA pentagonalpentagonal pyramid,pyramid, sideside ofof basebase 2626mmmm andand 5252mmmm heightheight restsrests

withwith itsits basebase onon HPHP.. OneOne ofof thethe edgesedges ofof itsits basebase isis perpendicularperpendicular toto
VPVP.. AA sectionsection planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto HPHP
bisectsbisects thethe axisaxis atat distancedistance ofof 2626mmmm fromfrom apexapex.. DrawDraw thethe sectionalsectional
toptop viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection.. (UQ)(UQ)

2.2. AA pentagonalpentagonal pyramid,pyramid, sideside ofof basebase 3030mmmm andand axisaxis 6060mmmm long,long, restsrests
withwith itsits basebase onon HPHP andand anan edgeedge ofof itsits basebase isis parallelparallel toto VPVP.. AA
sectionsection planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto HPHP passespasses
throughthrough thethe axisaxis atat aa pointpoint 3535mmmm aboveabove thethe basebase.. DrawDraw thethe sectionalsectional
toptop viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection..

3.3. AA squaresquare prism,prism, sideside ofof basebase 3030mmmm andand axisaxis 6060mmmm long,long, restsrests withwith
itsits basebase onon HPHP andand oneone ofof itsits rectangularrectangular facesfaces isis inclinedinclined atat 3030ºº toto VPVP..
AA sectionsection planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP andand inclinedinclined atat 6060ºº toto HPHP cutscuts
thethe axisaxis ofof thethe prismprism atat aa pointpoint 2020mmmm fromfrom itsits toptop endend.. DrawDraw thethe
sectionalsectional toptop viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection.. (UQ)(UQ)

44.. AA conecone ofof basebase diameterdiameter 4040 mmmm andand axisaxis lengthlength 6060 mmmm isis restingresting onon
HPHP onon itsits basebase.. ItIt isis cutcut byby aa planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP andand parallelparallel
toto aa contourcontour generatorgenerator andand isis 1010 mmmm awayaway fromfrom itit.. DrawDraw thethe frontfront
view,view, sectionalsectional toptop viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection.. (UQ)(UQ)



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 3Type 3
55.. AA conecone ofof basebase diameterdiameter 5050mmmm andand axisaxis lengthlength 6060mmmm standsstands withwith itsits

basebase onon HPHP.. DrawDraw thethe truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection mademade byby aa planeplane
perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP andand inclinedinclined toto thethe HPHP atat 5050ºº andand passingpassing
throughthrough aa pointpoint onon thethe basebase circlecircle ofof thethe conecone..

6.6. A cone of base diameter 50 mm and axis length 60 mm is resting on A cone of base diameter 50 mm and axis length 60 mm is resting on 
HP on its base. HP on its base. Its cut by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined Its cut by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined 
at 75at 75OO to HP and is passing through the apex of the coneto HP and is passing through the apex of the cone. Draw its . Draw its 
front view, sectional top view and true shape of section. (UQ)front view, sectional top view and true shape of section. (UQ)

7.7. A cone, base 40mm diameter and axis 60mm long, rests with its base A cone, base 40mm diameter and axis 60mm long, rests with its base 
on HP. It is cut by a section plane perpendicular to VP, parallel to on HP. It is cut by a section plane perpendicular to VP, parallel to 
one of the generators and passing through a point on the axis at a one of the generators and passing through a point on the axis at a 
distance of 25mm from the apex. Draw the sectional top view and distance of 25mm from the apex. Draw the sectional top view and 
true shape of the section. (UQ)true shape of the section. (UQ)

8. A cylinder of base diameter 40mm and height 60mm, rests on its base on 8. A cylinder of base diameter 40mm and height 60mm, rests on its base on 
HP. It is cut by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined at 35º to HP HP. It is cut by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined at 35º to HP 
and meet the axis at a distance 25mm from base. Draw front view and meet the axis at a distance 25mm from base. Draw front view 
sectional top view and true shape of section.sectional top view and true shape of section.



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 3Type 3
9.9. A cylinder of 40 mm diameter and height 65 mm rest on its base on A cylinder of 40 mm diameter and height 65 mm rest on its base on 

HP. HP. It is cut by a section plane inclined at 45It is cut by a section plane inclined at 45OO to HP and to HP and 
perpendicular to VPperpendicular to VP. The section plane passes through a point on the . The section plane passes through a point on the 
axis at a height of 55 mm from the base. axis at a height of 55 mm from the base. Draw the front view, Draw the front view, 
sectional plansectional plan and true shape of section.and true shape of section.

10.10. A square prism of base side 25 mm and axis length 60 mm is lying A square prism of base side 25 mm and axis length 60 mm is lying 
on HP on one of its base side inclined at 25on HP on one of its base side inclined at 25OO to VP. to VP. It is cut by a It is cut by a 
plane inclined at 40plane inclined at 40OO to HP and perpendicular to VP and bisecting to HP and perpendicular to VP and bisecting 
the axis of the prism.the axis of the prism. Draw its front view, sectional top view and Draw its front view, sectional top view and 
true shape of section.true shape of section.

11.11. A hexagonal prism of base side 25 mm and axis 65 mm rest on its A hexagonal prism of base side 25 mm and axis 65 mm rest on its 
base on HP. base on HP. It is cut by a plane inclined at 45It is cut by a plane inclined at 45OO to HP and to HP and 
perpendicular to VPperpendicular to VP. The section plane passes through a point on the . The section plane passes through a point on the 
axis at a height of 50 mm from the base. axis at a height of 50 mm from the base. Draw the front view, Draw the front view, 
sectional plansectional plan and true shape of section.and true shape of section.



Section of Solids Section of Solids –– Type 4Type 4
11.. AA hexagonalhexagonal pyramid,pyramid, sideside ofof basebase 2525mmmm andand axisaxis 5555mmmm long,long, restsrests

withwith itsits basebase onon HPHP suchsuch thatthat oneone ofof thethe edgeedge ofof itsits basebase isis
perpendicularperpendicular toto VPVP.. ItIt isis cutcut byby aa sectionsection planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto HP,HP,
inclinedinclined atat 4545ºº toto VPVP andand passingpassing throughthrough thethe pyramidpyramid atat aa distancedistance ofof
1010mmmm fromfrom thethe axisaxis.. DrawDraw thethe sectionalsectional frontfront viewview andand thethe truetrue shapeshape
ofof sectionsection..

22.. AA squaresquare prism,prism, sideside ofof basebase 4040mmmm andand axisaxis 6060mmmm long,long, restsrests withwith itsits
basebase onon HPHP suchsuch thatthat oneone ofof itsits rectangularrectangular facesfaces isis inclinedinclined atat 3030ºº toto
VPVP.. AA sectionsection planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto HPHP andand inclinedinclined atat 6060ºº toto VPVP
passespasses throughthrough thethe prismprism suchsuch thatthat aa rectangularrectangular faceface whichwhich isis makingmaking
6060ºº withwith VPVP isis cutcut intointo twotwo halveshalves.. DrawDraw thethe toptop view,view, sectionalsectional frontfront
viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection..

33.. AA conecone ofof basebase diameterdiameter 5050 mmmm andand axisaxis lengthlength 6060 mmmm isis restingresting onon
HPHP onon itsits basebase.. ItIt isis cutcut byby aa planeplane inclinedinclined atat 4040OO toto VPVP andand
perpendicularperpendicular toto HPHP thatthat cutscuts thethe conecone atat aa distancedistance ofof 1010 mmmm fromfrom
axisaxis andand infrontinfront ofof itit.. DrawDraw thethe toptop view,view, sectionalsectional frontfront viewview andand
truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection..



Section of Solids Section of Solids –– Type 4Type 4
4.4. A hexagonal pyramid of base side 25 mm and axis 70 mm long is A hexagonal pyramid of base side 25 mm and axis 70 mm long is 

resting with two of the sides perpendicular to VP. resting with two of the sides perpendicular to VP. It is cut by a It is cut by a 
section plane perpendicular to horizontal and 10 mm away from section plane perpendicular to horizontal and 10 mm away from 
the axisthe axis. Draw the top and sectional front view and true shape of . Draw the top and sectional front view and true shape of 
section. section. 

5.5. A pentagonal pyramid of base 30 mm and axis 60 mm is resting on A pentagonal pyramid of base 30 mm and axis 60 mm is resting on 
HP on its base with a base side parallel to VP. It  is cut by a plane HP on its base with a base side parallel to VP. It  is cut by a plane 
inclined at 45inclined at 45oo to VP and perpendicular to HP and is 12 mm away to VP and perpendicular to HP and is 12 mm away 
from the axis. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of from the axis. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of 
section.section.



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 5 ( True shape is Type 5 ( True shape is 
given)given)

11.. AA cubecube ofof 6060mmmm sideside hashas itsits basebase edgesedges equallyequally inclinedinclined toto VPVP.. ItIt isis
cutcut byby aa sectionalsectional planeplane perpendicularperpendicular toto VP,VP, soso thatthat thethe truetrue shapeshape
ofof cutcut sectionsection isis aa regularregular hexagonhexagon.. LocateLocate thethe planeplane andand determinedetermine
thethe angleangle ofof inclinationinclination ofof thethe VTVT withwith thethe referencereference lineline XYXY.. DrawDraw
thethe sectionalsectional toptop viewview andand truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection.. (UQ)(UQ).. ((θθ==5555º)º)

22.. AA squaresquare prismprism ofof 3232mmmm sideside andand 100100mmmm heightheight isis lyinglying onon itsits
basebase onon HPHP suchsuch thatthat thethe edgesedges ofof thethe basebase areare equallyequally inclinedinclined toto
VPVP.. TheThe prismprism isis cutcut byby aa sectionsection planeplane passingpassing throughthrough thethe midmid--
pointpoint ofof thethe axisaxis suchsuch thatthat thethe truetrue shapeshape ofof sectionsection isis aa rhombusrhombus ofof
diagonalsdiagonals ofof 102102 mmmm andand 4242mmmm.. DetermineDetermine thethe inclinationinclination ofof thethe
sectionsection planeplane withwith HPHP.. (UQ)(UQ)

33.. AA conecone ofof basebase 4040 mmmm diameterdiameter andand axisaxis 7070 mmmm longlong isis restingresting onon
itsits basebase onon HPHP.. ItIt isis cutcut byby aa sectionsection plane,plane, soso thatthat thethe truetrue shapeshape
ofof sectionsection isis anan ellipseellipse ofof majormajor axisaxis 5050 mmmm andand minorminor axisaxis 2525
mmmm.. DetermineDetermine thethe inclinationinclination ofof sectionsection ofof thethe sectionsection planeplane withwith
HPHP andand drawdraw thethe projectionsprojections ofof solidsolid..



Section of solids Section of solids –– Type 5 ( True shape is Type 5 ( True shape is 
given)given)

4.4. A square prism of 32.5 mm side and 102mm height is lying on its A square prism of 32.5 mm side and 102mm height is lying on its 
base on HP such that the edges of the base are equally inclined to base on HP such that the edges of the base are equally inclined to 
VP. VP. The prism is cut by a section plane passing through the mid The prism is cut by a section plane passing through the mid 
point of the axis such that the true shape of section is a rhombus point of the axis such that the true shape of section is a rhombus 
of diagonals of 93 mm and 46 mmof diagonals of 93 mm and 46 mm. Determine the inclination of . Determine the inclination of 
the section plane.the section plane.

5.5. A square pyramid of base side 30 mm and axis 50 mm lies on the A square pyramid of base side 30 mm and axis 50 mm lies on the 
HP on its base with its base edges equally inclined to VP. HP on its base with its base edges equally inclined to VP. It is cut It is cut 
by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined to HP cuts the base by a plane perpendicular to VP and inclined to HP cuts the base 
also, such that the true shape is an isosceles triangle of base side also, such that the true shape is an isosceles triangle of base side 
20 mm and altitude 45 mm20 mm and altitude 45 mm. Draw the projection and find the . Draw the projection and find the 
inclination of the section plane.inclination of the section plane.



ENDEND


